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BFI CINEMA UNBOUND: THE CREATIVE WORLDS OF POWELL AND 
PRESSBURGER COMES TO BIG SCREENS UK-WIDE THIS AUTUMN 

 
 

Clockwise from top left: BLACK NARCISSUS (1947);ITV Studios and Park Circus;  THE RED SHOES (1948) Restoration credit UCLA Film & Television Archive in 
association with the BFI, The Film Foundation, ITV Global Entertainment and Park Circus;  Portrait: Emeric Pressburger and Mi chael Powell (photo Ronnie 

Pilgrim);  A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (1946), ITV Studios Global Entertainment/Park Circus; I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! (1945), Restoration credit:  BFI 
National Archive and The Film Foundation in association with ITV and Park Circus. All stills sourced from BFI National Archive. 

 

Celebration of groundbreaking filmmaking duo in cinemas UK-wide from  
16 October – 31 December 2023  

 

Cinema Unbound Programme trailer: 
Cinema Unbound: The Creative Worlds of Powell + Pressburger trailer | BFI 

 

#PowellAndPressburger  
www.bfi.org.uk/powell-and-pressburger for more information and 

 https://www.powellandpressburger.co.uk/  for full UK-wide listings 
 
PRESS RELEASE: 15 September 2023. 
CINEMA UNBOUND: THE CREATIVE WORLDS OF POWELL AND PRESSBURGER , a major BFI UK-wide film celebration 
of one of the greatest and most enduring filmmaking partnerships in the history of cinema: Michael Powell (1905-
1990) and Emeric Pressburger (1902-1988), best known for their iconic films including THE RED SHOES (1948), A 
MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (1946) and BLACK NARCISSUS (1947), comes to big screens nationwide this autumn. 
CINEMA UNBOUND: THE CREATIVE WORLDS OF POWELL AND PRESSBURGER today announces a UK-wide 
programme, funded by National Lottery, with over 56 special events and screenings, in the first round, supported in 
partnership by BFI Film Audience Network (BFI FAN).  
 
From Martin Scorsese to Matthew Bourne, Kate Bush to Margaret Atwood, Tilda Swinton and Greta Gerwig, Powell 
and Pressburger have influenced creatives for decades, their bold, subversive and iconoclastic cinema continuing to 
resonate across the worlds of art, design, theatre, dance and music. This is the largest and most wide-ranging 
exploration ever undertaken about the work of the legendary writer-producer-director team. Michael Powell and 
Emeric Pressburger’s incredibly fruitful artistic collaboration at their production company, The Archers, spanned 24 
films together made between 1939 and 1972. 
 
The UK-wide celebration kicks off this autumn on the big screen with the BFI Distribution re-release of I KNOW WHERE 
I’M GOING! (1945), back in UK-wide cinemas from 20 October. I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! was recently restored by 
the BFI National Archive and The Film Foundation in association with ITV and Park Circus, with funding for the 

https://youtu.be/3ZetKbMvEFs
http://www.bfi.org.uk/powell-and-pressburger
https://url6.mailanyone.net/scanner?m=1qfdHy-0005pS-4z&d=4%7Cmail%2F14%2F1694424600%2F1qfdHy-0005pS-4z%7Cin6b%7C57e1b682%7C10717690%7C7962607%7C64FEDECE12B2591CBD82887BBFA43470&o=%2Fphtw%3A%2Fwtslow.nelapwuedpgsbrrs%2Fku.oc.re&s=fxWH_EJpVJLZW7pCw50CShlRrVc


 

 

restoration provided by the Hobson/Lucas Family Foundation with additional support provided by Matt Spick.  BFI 
Distribution is also re-releasing the iconic dance film THE RED SHOES (1948), in honour of its 75th anniversary from 8 
December. THE RED SHOES was previously restored by the UCLA Film & Television Archive in association with the BFI, 
The Film Foundation, ITV Global Entertainment Ltd., and Janus Films. Restoration funding for the film was provided by 
the Hollywood Foreign Press Association, The Film Foundation, and the Louis B. Mayer Foundation. Both restorations 
have been licensed from Park Circus/ITV. A new restoration of PEEPING TOM (1960) restored by the BFI National 
Archive and The Film Foundation in association with Studiocanal will be released in UK cinemas by Studiocanal on 27 
October.  
 
Studiocanal will also be unveiling a new 4K restoration of THE SMALL BACK ROOM (1949) as part of CINEMA 
UNBOUND. Restored by the BFI National Archive and The Film Foundation in association with Studiocanal, THE SMALL 
BACK ROOM will be available via Studiocanal as well as a first ever DCP print for OH...ROSALINDA!! (1955). BFI FAN 
partners nationwide will also be able to book classic Powell and Pressburger’s titles, A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH 
(1946), BLACK NARCISSUS (1947), and double bills of THE EDGE OF THE WORLD (1937) + RETURN TO THE EDGE OF 
THE WORLD (1978) as well as the recent restoration of Michael Powell’s BLUEBEARD’S CASTLE (1964) + THE 
SORCERER’S APPRENTICE (1955). BLUEBEARD’S CASTLE (1964) has been restored by the BFI National Archive and The 
Film Foundation in association with The Ashbrittle Film Foundation, with funding provided by the BFI National Archive, 
The Louis B. Mayer Foundation and The Film Foundation. The sublime new restoration of BLUEBEARD’S CASTLE (1964) 
will also be released by the BFI in a Dual format edition (DVD & Blu-ray) in November. 
 
Following the huge success of the inaugural BFI Film on Film Festival in June, the season will offer UK-wide audiences 
a chance to experience the magic of seeing films projected on film, with 35mm print screenings of BLACK NARCISSUS 
(1947), THE RED SHOES (1948), THE LIFE AND DEATH OF COLONEL BLIMP (1943) and THE TALES OF HOFFMANN 
(1951), with new prints made with funding from the National Lottery and the additional support of donors to the BFI’s 
Keep Film on Film campaign.   
 
Programme highlights up and down the UK and Northern Ireland include aroma-focused immersive screenings of 
BLACK NARCISSUS (1947) in Chester, Brighton and Glasgow, a series of screenings in Orkney, Mull, the Isle of Tiree 
and Oban, celebrating Powell and Pressburger’s Island films including I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! (1945) and THE 
EDGE OF THE WORLD (1937). Special screenings planned at Much Wenlock, Shropshire, the location for GONE TO 
EARTH (1949) and Leonardslee Lakes and Gardens, West Sussex one of the key filming locations for BLACK NARCISSUS 
(1947). Other event highlights include an immersive screening of THE RED SHOES (1948) at Exeter Cathedral and A 
MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (1946) at Nympsfield Airfield Aerodrome, Gloucestershire. Plus, Powell and Pressburger 
film seasons at cinemas across the country from Cardiff, Derry, Belfast, Glasgow, Nottingham and Sheffield, to Dundee, 
Folkestone, Cambridge and Manchester. 
 
Powell and Pressburger’s masterpieces were so numerous that in 2022 six of their films appeared in the Sight and 
Sound Greatest Films of All Time Poll (a feat only matched by Hitchcock). True cinematic visionaries, Powell and 
Pressburger worked with an exceptionally talented creative team of long-term collaborators as The Archers. This 
included Alfred Junge (production designer), Hein Heckroth (production designer and costume designer) , Jack Cardiff 
(cinematographer), Ivor Beddoes (sketch artist), Arthur Lawson (art director) and Brian Easdale (composer) as well as 
actors including Roger Livesey, Anton Walbrook, Moira Shearer, Deborah Kerr, Kathleen Byron and Sabu. Together 
they created some of the richest and most memorable films in the story of cinema, the impact of which continues to 
be felt today. 
 

PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS BY REGION: 
 
UK-WIDE 
Working with New Media Scotland, Storyhouse (Chester) are hosting immersive screenings of BLACK NARCISSUS 
(1947) that focus on aroma, wind and volumetric light. In collaboration with Caron, the perfume house in Paris that 
formulated the original ‘Narcisse Noir’ scent that features in the film, and the tech start-up Moodo in Tel Aviv, the 
screenings will feature synchronised dispersion of aroma along with three other contextual scents. In addition, 
synchronised wind effects will sensitively transport the audience to the high cliff in the Himalayas where the 
dilapidated palace depicted on screen is situated. This event at Storyhouse (19 November) will tour to Scotland (26 

https://www.storyhouse.com/cinema/


 

 

November, Glasgow Film Theatre as part of GFT’s curated Powell and Pressburger season, (from 20 October) and 
Brighton (12 November, Fabrica).   
 
WALES  
Cardiff-based Chapter will be hosting an in-depth programme (starting 21 October) about the Welsh connections to 
Powell and Pressburger and themes of Spirituality, Sex and Obsession in their work, opening with a reintroduction to 
Barry-born actor Roger Livesey, who starred in films including, I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! (1945), A MATTER OF LIFE 
AND DEATH (1946) and THE LIFE AND DEATH OF COLONEL BLIMP (1943). For Halloween they will discuss PEEPING 
TOM’s (1960) impact on the evolution of the horror genre; the influence of Christianity, particularly the concepts of 
eternal life and sacrifice, as well as the spectre of temptation and sex; finishing with the corrosion caused by obsession.   
 
The Dragon Theatre in Barmouth will also be screening Powell and Pressburger’s classic films I KNOW WHERE I’M 
GOING! (1945), A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (1946), BLACK NARCISSUS (1947) and THE RED SHOES (1948) including 
being joined virtually by film author Pamela Hutchinson, who has written a new BFI Film Classic on The Red Shoes, 
published by Bloomsbury on 7 October, for a post-screening discussion on the film, celebrating its 75th anniversary. 
 
NORTHERN IRELAND  
Nerve Centre in Derry will be putting on Powell and Pressburger: Fantasy and Wonder a season of films and events 
(from 18 October) which will introduce new audiences to the work of Powell and Pressburger by tracing their cinematic 
DNA in some of our finest contemporary filmmakers. By highlighting their influence on Martin Scorsese, Wim Wenders 
and the grandsons of Emeric Pressburger, Andrew and Kevin Macdonald, Nerve Centre’s eclectic programme will 
reveal that the legacy of Powell and Pressburger is a vibrant part of the modern cinema.  A special screening of THE 
LIFE AND DEATH OF COLONEL BLIMP (1943) will take place on the closing weekend of the Foyle Film Festival 
(November 17-26) alongside a series of masterclasses and lectures exploring their enduring influence with leading 
industry figures. 
 
Partnering with Outburst Queer Arts Festival and Ghouls on Film, Queen’s Film Theatre (QFT) will screen 10 titles, 
covering the filmmakers’ key titles and lesser-known works, ripe for rediscovery (16 October – 14 December). BLACK 
NARCISSUS (1947), A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (1946), I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! (1945), A CANTERBURY TALE 
(1944) and THE TALES OF HOFFMANN (1951) also screen as part of the Belfast International Arts Festival, which takes 
place throughout Belfast from 12 October – 5 November. Accompanying events include an immersive event and dance 
performance presented by LUMI (QFT’S young programmers) and Ghouls on Film, of Dario Argento’s giallo horror 
SUSPIRIA (1977), exploring the aesthetic and thematic influence of Powell and Pressburger (21 October) , and an 
Outburst discussion around queer coding.   
 
You can also see the films of Powell and Pressburger where they were intended: on the big screen, in Northern 
Ireland’s oldest surviving 1930s picture house – Strand Arts Centre – with a programme of screenings and events (from 
11 November) celebrating the filmmakers' most iconic films as well as highlighting their legacy and continued influence 
on filmmakers by showing contemporary films indebted to their work. 
  
SCOTLAND  
Screen Argyll will focus on the island films of Powell and Pressburger with a series of screenings at venues on Orkney, 
Mull, the Isle of Tiree and Oban (from 17 September) including I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! (1945) and THE EDGE OF 
THE WORLD (1937). 
 
Dundee Contemporary Arts (from 25 October) will look at some of the most memorable, creative and influential films 
of Powell and Pressburger from the Scottish romantic comedy, I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! (1945) to the glorious 
Technicolour feast THE RED SHOES (1948).   
 
In Inverness (at Eden Court) and across community cinemas in the Highlands (from 3 November) the lifelong creative 
partnership and legacy of Powell and Pressburger on cinema is celebrated, with a programme launched at the 21st 
edition of Eden Court’s Inverness Film Festival (3-9 November), including an in-person event screening of THE RED 
SHOES (1948) with THE RED SHOES BFI Film Classic author Pamela Hutchinson for a post-film discussion. 
 

https://www.glasgowfilm.org/home
https://www.fabrica.org.uk/
https://www.chapter.org/whats-on/film/
https://www.dragontheatre.co.uk/whats-on.html
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https://queensfilmtheatre.com/seasons/cinema-unbound-~-the-creative-worlds-of-powell-and-pressburger
https://www.strandartscentre.com/
https://screenargyll.co.uk/
https://www.dca.org.uk/whats-on/films
https://eden-court.co.uk/whats-on/cinema


 

 

In Glasgow, Glasgow Film Theatre will feature a wide range of Powell and Pressburger titles from October - December, 
many of them screening on 35mm, including BLACK NARCISSUS (1947) and THE SPY IN BLACK (1939). They will 
welcome guests to discuss the enduring legacy of films in the season including THE RED SHOES (1948) BFI Film Classic 
author Pamela Hutchinson, Scotsman film critic Alistair Harkness and archive activist film collective,Invisible Women, 
plus introductions from Emeric Pressburger’s grandsons, Oscar-winning filmmaker Kevin Macdonald and 
Trainspotting producer, Andrew Macdonald. Glasgow Artists’ Moving Image Studios (GAMIS) will present a bold 
season in January 2024 that focuses a contemporary lens on the challenging themes in the Powell and Pressburger 
archive by platforming artists and directors working in film today. Expect thoughtful conversation, high-campery and 
Kate Bush karaoke!    
  
NORTH  
The National Science and Media Museum (NSMM) in Bradford, home to the Technicolour three-strip camera used by 
Jack Cardiff in the filming of a number of Powell and Pressburger’s iconic films, will host introduced screenings of A 
MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (1946), BLACK NARCISSUS (1947) and THE RED SHOES (1948) showcasing the incredible 
cinematography of Jack Cardiff and the fruits of his creative collaboration with Powell and Pressburger (from 15 
October).   
 
Sheffield’s Showroom Cinema promotes a wider programme of titles that will reposition Powell and Pressburger 
amongst the most inspiring film artists that Britain has ever produced (from 1 November). These include a Film on Film 
season of 'The Early Works of Powell and Pressburger', and a season of Technicolor films made by Jack Cardiff in the 
decade following his work on THE RED SHOES (1948). The cinema of Powell and Pressburger was subtly radical in both 
production and themes, and as filmmakers ahead of their time, the influence of their films has been far reaching. 
Showroom’s programme includes a mini-season of creative responses to the works of Powell and Pressburger across 
music, dance and film. 
 
HOME in Manchester (from 20 October) examines the lasting influence of the filmmaker’s dazzling films through 
connections with current filmmakers and local creatives; as well as season programme strands tackling the 
representation of race and empire in the films; exploring the importance of place and the connections between place 
and personality; as well as taking a closer look at the notion of Britishness alongside propaganda films and in depth 
celebration of THE RED SHOES on its 75th anniversary. 
 
MIDLANDS  
Lucid Dreaming from Flatpack Festival will shed new light on the work of Powell and Pressburger through a series of 
special events in Shropshire and Birmingham. Acting as a curtain-raiser is a special screening of the 1949 adaptation 
of Mary Webb’s GONE TO EARTH in Much Wenlock (28 October), Webb’s hometown and the film’s principal location. 
Bournville’s spectacular Serbian Orthodox Church plays host to A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (November) followed 
by a series of talks and screenings at MAC in Birmingham where audiences will have a chance to delve into a range of 
themes from Orientalism and ballet, to PTSD and Kate Bush.  
  
Broadway Cinema in Nottingham, will screen a season curated by local Nottingham, under 25 film collective, Lounge 
Trip, regular Broadway programme partners, exploring Powell and Pressburger’s attitude towards style and 
extravagance (from November to December). This includes screenings and talks with a selection of iconic Powell and 
Pressburger titles and work from contemporary filmmakers that widen the scope of British filmmaking, to take a more 
stylised approach than the stereotype of gritty social-realist dramas. Alongside the screenings, Lounge Trip will invite 
young Nottingham artists and writers to respond to the films, the results of which will be published in a zine to 
accompany the season. 
 
Days of Wonder presented by the FILM/GAGE team in Birmingham (1 October) is a fantastical immersive journey into 
the British legacy of Powell and Pressburger’s cinematic worlds with a programme of screenings and behind the scenes 
discussions and events, exploring their lasting creative influence, introducing audiences to worlds of fantasy and days 
of wonder.   
 
SOUTH EAST  
In Folkestone, Kent, just a few miles from Powell’s birthplace, Powell and Pressburger are being celebrated with an 
adventurous multi-site programme of expanded cinema events (from 8 October) built around a core series of classic 
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weekend matinee cinema screenings at The Silver Screen Cinema Folkestone , creating multiple access points for the 
diverse communities of Folkestone to discover the filmmakers. The project makes bedrock links with Kent’s landscape 
and wartime heritage, celebrating local hero Michael Powell, while collaborating with the Folkestone’s creative 
community to explore their legacy, from Derek Jarman to artists working today. Highlights include a free open air 
launch screening of A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH (1946) at the Harbour Screen, IN PROSPERO’S ROOM, a special 
installation at Prospect Cottage in Dungeness in partnership with Creative Folkestone, and an immersive XR Creative 
Lab and exhibition inspired by THE RED SHOES (1948), presented by Screen South at The Brewery Tap.   
 
CineCity present three distinctive, inter-connected activities around BLACK NARCISSUS (1947), taking place across the 
South East. This includes a site-specific immersive event at Leonardslee Lakes and Gardens in West Sussex (24 
November - 21 December) – where parts of BLACK NARCISSUS were filmed, part of Leonardslee Illuminated. This will 
be supported by cinema screenings in Horsham and Brighton, the latter a Narcisse Noir-perfume enhanced screening 
complemented by Nuns are Always Box Office Aren’t They?, taking Michael Powell’s quote as the title, for a wall-
mounted display of dozens of still portraits, celebrating the enduring appeal of film nuns including, Deborah Kerr, 
Kathleen Byron, Ingrid Bergman, Audrey Hepburn, Vanessa Redgrave, Anne Bancroft, Maggie Smith, Gemma Arterton 
and more.  
 
Cambridge Film Festival’s (19 -26 October) Powell and Pressburger season “Through the Looking Glass” spotlights the 
roles of women in their work, alongside the importance of set design, costume and partnership in the fantastical 
world-building of the duo’s post-War films. The programme will explore these themes through screenings of films by 
Powell and Pressburger as well as filmmakers whose work has been influenced by them and includes discussions and 
conversations with leading figures in the industry, including an In Conversation session and a screening of Sally Potter’s 
ORLANDO (1992), a panel discussion Music in the Moonlight on the legacy of music in Powell and Pressburger, with 
a screening of I KNOW WHERE I’M GOING! (1945). The season will also feature a screening of THE RED SHOES (1948) 
and a panel discussion, as well as a screening of THE TALES OF HOFFMAN (1951). 
 
SOUTH WEST  
Exeter Phoenix presents a breathtaking cinematic spectacle with an immersive screening of THE RED SHOES (1948) at 
Exeter’s iconic Cathedral (28 November). Dancers will greet audiences and the fizz will flow before the screening with 
a special guest introduction. The grand finale to a season of films and events presented with the Bill Douglas Museum, 
(from 12 October), featuring titles both by Powell and Pressburger as well as films inspired by the creative duo, 
alongside shorts and specialised talks from industry experts.  
 
In Bristol, Jack Cardiff’s inspired Technicolor cinematography for Powell and Pressburger with be at the core of 
Watershed’s Powell and Pressburger programme (from 1 December), launching with an expanded, late-night 
Technicolor extravaganza with DJ Cheeba and culminating in a site-specific showing of BLACK NARCISSUS (1947) at 
The Mount Without, a breath-taking converted church. Watershed’s programme aims to explore the place of 
Technicolor within film history, through a focus on the use of the process by Jack Cardiff in the works of Powell and 
Pressburger, expanding out to take in a range of titles over the heyday of Technicolor through to its gradual decline in 
use by the 1970s.  
 
Stroud Film Festival will be holding two screenings; BLACK NARCISSUS (1947) in Avening church hall, including a walk 
around the village leading to the churchyard and a pilgrimage to Michael Powell's grave. The screening will include a 
streamed Q&A with Michael Powell’s son, Columba Powell, hosted by Ian Christie. A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH 
(1946) is screening at Nympsfield Airfield Aerodrome with a Q&A panel with renowned editor, Pip Heywood, and 
local young filmmakers. 
 
More projects will be supported throughout the season via “screening support” awards of up to £500 towards 
licence fees, marketing costs and speaker fees. 
 
Press Contacts: 
 
Sarah Bemand | Press Officer BFI Cultural Programme 
sarah.bemand@bfi.org.uk / 0207 957 8940  
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Liz Parkinson | Senior PR Manager BFI Cultural Programme 
liz.parkinson@bfi.org.uk / 020 7957 8918 
 
Ti Singh | Producer (Cross-BFI FAN Programme) 
Film Hub South West  ti.s@watershed.co.uk  
 
Further films that have been restored in recent years by the BFI National Archive and The Film Foundation will screen 
in the season, including: 

 THE RED SHOES (1948) was restored by the UCLA Film & Television Archive in association with the BFI, The 
Film Foundation, ITV Global Entertainment Ltd., and Janus Films. Restoration funding for the film was provided 
by the Hollywood Foreign Press Association, The Film Foundation, and the Louis B. Mayer Foundation.  This 
restoration will be licensed from Park Circus/ITV and released in cinemas UK-wide by BFI Distribution on 8 
December.  

 
ABOUT THE BFI 
We are a cultural charity, a National Lottery distributor, and the UK’s  lead organisation for film and the moving image. 
Our mission is: 

● To support creativity and actively seek out the next generation of UK storytellers 
● To grow and care for the BFI National Archive, the world’s largest film and television archive 
● To offer the widest range of UK and international moving image culture through our programmes and 

festivals - delivered online and in venue 
● To use our knowledge to educate and deepen public appreciation and understanding of film and the 

moving image 
● To work with Government and industry to ensure the continued growth of the UK’s screen industries 

 
Founded in 1933, the BFI is a registered charity governed by Royal Charter. The BFI Board of Governors is chaired by Tim 
Richards 
 
About the BFI Film Audience Network  
Supported by National Lottery funding, the BFI Film Audience Network (FAN), is central to the BFI’s aim to ensure the 
greatest choice of film is available for everyone. Established in 2012 to build wider and more diverse UK cinema 
audiences for British and international film, FAN is a unique, UK-wide collaboration made up of eight Hubs managed 
by leading film organisations and venues strategically placed around the country. FAN also supports talent 
development with BFI NETWORK Talent Executives in each of the English Hubs, with a mission to discover and support 
talented writers, directors and producers at the start of their careers.  
 
BFI CINEMA UNBOUND: THE CREATIVE WORLDS OF POWELL AND PRESSBURGER is a major UK-wide celebration of 
legendary writer-producer-director team Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger and their enduring creative 
partnership, led by BFI and Film Hub South West who manage the Network’s Major Programme initiatives on behalf 
of the BFI Film Audience network, supported by funds from the National Lottery. 
 

In partnership with      
 

 
 

*** PICTURE DESK *** 
A selection of images for journalistic use in promoting CINEMA UNBOUND: THE CREATIVE WORLDS OF POWELL 

AND PRESSBURGER are available here. 
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